Small Business Administration

§ 120.1714

§ 120.1710 Central servicing of the Program.
(a) Pool Certificates and Receipts issued
at Pool formation. As part of its role as
Central Servicing Agent for the Pool,
at Pool formation, CSA issues a Seller
Receipt to the Seller, a Pool Originator
Receipt to the Pool Originator, and a
Pool Certificate to each Pool Investor.
(b) CSA fiscal transfer responsibilities.
All Pool Loan Receivables on a Pool
Loan received by the CSA must be forwarded by it to pay the Servicing Retention Amount, Ongoing Guarantee
Fee, Seller Receipt, Pool Originator
Receipt, Pool Certificates, any SBApurchased Loan Interest, and any other
payment applicable to the Pooling of
such Pooled Loan, in accordance with
Program Rules and Regulations.
(c) Administration of the Pool Certificates. CSA must administer each Pool
Certificate. It shall maintain a registry
of Pool Investors and other information as SBA requires. CSA registers all
Pool Certificates. This means it issues,
transfers title to, and redeems them. It
shall maintain a registry of Pool Investors and other information as SBA requires. In fulfilling its obligation to
keep the central registry current, the
CSA may, with SBA’s approval, obtain
any necessary information from the
parties involved in the Program.
(d) CSA Monthly Report. CSA must
provide SBA with a list, by Pool, of
each Loan Interest with an underlying
Pool Note that is 60 days or more in arrears on a monthly basis.
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§ 120.1711 Suspension or termination
of Program participation privileges.
(a) Participant suspension or termination. The SBA may suspend or terminate the privilege of a Participant, and/
or any Associate or Affiliate of the
Participant, to sell, purchase, broker,
or deal in Pool Loans, Loan Interests,
or Pool Certificates under the Program
if any such Participant or its Associate
or Affiliate has:
(1) Failed to comply materially with
any requirement imposed by the Program Rules and Regulations or other
SBA rules and regulations; or
(2) Made a material false statement
or failed to disclose a material fact to
SBA.

(b) Additional rules for suspension or
termination of Pool Originator. In addition to the conditions set forth in paragraph (a) above, SBA may also suspend
or terminate the Program participation privileges of a Pool Originator if
the Pool Originator (and/or its Associates):
(1) Does not comply with any of the
requirements in 120.1703(a) or (c);
(2) Has been revoked or suspended it
from engaging in the securities business by its supervisory agency, or is
under investigation for a practice
which SBA considers, in its sole discretion, to be relevant to its fitness to
participate in the Program;
(3) Has been indicted or otherwise
formally charged with, or convicted of,
a felony, or a misdemeanor which, in
SBA’s sole discretion, bears on its fitness to participate in the Program;
(4) Has received an adverse civil judgment that it has committed a breach of
trust or a violation of a law or regulation protecting the integrity of business transactions or relationships; or
(5) Has been suspended or terminated
as a Pool Assembler under 120.631.
(c) Suspension procedures. SBA may
undertake suspension or enforcement
actions under this section using the
procedures set forth in § 120.1600(a).
§ 120.1712 Seller responsibilities with
respect to Seller’s Pool Loan.
Seller shall remain obligated for
servicing and liquidating Seller’s Pool
Loan until the Pool Loan is repaid in
full unless SBA provides written approval or notice to the contrary.
§ 120.1713
tion.

Seller’s Pool Loan origina-

SBA is entitled to recover from the
Seller losses incurred by SBA on its
guarantee of a Pool if such losses resulted because Seller’s Pool Loan was
not made and closed in a commercially
reasonable manner, consistent with
prudent lending standards, and in accordance with any applicable Program
Rules and Regulations.
§ 120.1714

Seller’s Pool Loan servicing.

Subject to § 120.1718 of this subpart J,
the Seller must service Seller’s Pool
Loan in a commercially reasonable
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